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Aspectivity 

Upcoming Events NOTE:  
Next Meeting is at:  

Glen Waverley  
Primary School 

Friday July 10, 8pm 

This meeting will be followed 
by the Annual General 
Meeting. If there  are any 
questions relating to the 
Club’s financial situation 
please advise the Treasurer 
before the General Meeting 
starts. 

July 12 Training 10am High St.Road VARMS 

19 Thermal League #11 Diggers Rest RCGA 

19 VARMS Slope Fly TBA VARMS 

26 Training 10am High St. Road VARMS 

August 1 Scale Aerotow High St. Road VARMS SG 

9 Training 10am High St. Road VARMS 

16 VARMS Slope Fly High St. Road VARMS 

16 DLG 10am High St. Road F3k 

23 Training 10am High St. Road VARMS 

30 F3f Slope Racing Mt. H‘back RCGA 

Sept. 5 Scale Aerotow High St. Road VARMS SG 

6 Training 10am High St. Road VARMS 

13 VARMS Slope Fly Mt. H‘back VARMS Aug. 6, deadline for next edition 

 July 2009 

    Issue 423 

..monthly Newsletter of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

VARMS - Fostering the Sport of Radio Controlled Soaring in Victoria 

Mark Hunt‟s Blanik—Father and Son ? 
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The Keyboard 
 

Your frequency key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can be easily 
recognised and contacted in case of a fre-
quency clash. Mobile phone number on your 
key is a good idea too. Members with 2.4 GHz 
radio sets should still insert a standard key in 
the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

Hi Members and Readers, 
 

Site Liaison:  
During the past month I/we have had further contacts with the Knox City Council re the Eastern Rec-
reational Precinct and our Briggs Field.  These meetings, the most recent being, July 3,  have been 
largely about how VARMS could fit in with the proposed plan for the area. We insisted that  our area  
was made safe for the members and the public. The solutions suggested were rural type fencing and 
special areas for the public to view our operations. This has been  accepted and we have moved on to 
how we could get more usable area. We have also considered several other areas close by but each have 
some difficulty involved. Several of the areas investigated have proven not suitable, because of existing 
arrangements. It is hoped that we can have available, for the General Meeting, a plan, or drawing, of the 
proposal that will soon be going on display, for  public comment. On this ―plan‖ will be an area marked 
―VARMS Proposed Area‖ or similar.  It will show the outlines of the various buildings and most  of the  
facilities involved in Stage One of the KCC‘s ERP Proposal. Colin has covered much of this from a differ-
ent perspective in his column. 
 
Editorial: Situation has changed in this area as Colin Smith has promised help by providing  content 
on a fairly regular basis. This is not to say that you are all off the hook, Event reports are always wel-
come and this month we have a reasonable mix of articles. With this changed situation, I have reconsid-
ered my position and would continue as Editor. That is, if you think I have been doing a satisfactory job.  
Thankyou to all who contributed this month. Thanks also, to all the other members who submitted arti-
cles, and photos, through the past year. My apologies to Roger and John Cochrane. John had written a 
good review on a model  and in the time available, this month, I could not find a quick way of reducing 
the  size of the file to fit in with the magazine and website requirements. I will work with John to fit in 
next time. 
Cheers, 
Max 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Editorial Comment—June 2009                           Max Haysom                                     

Please send articles and photos for  
Publication in Aspectivity to: 

Editor, Aspectivity 
mmhaysom@bigpond. net.au 

Publication deadline for next issue 
August 6, 2009 

Winch for Sale 

Colin Collyer has info re a winch from Sth. Aust. 

that may be of interest to members. It is a con-

stant tension type and Colin can bring it back for 

you, if it suitable. Colin‟s number on back page. 

Wanted! Dead or Alive—Old model engines. 

I‟m looking for some of the older model engines, OS, Enya, Super Tigre, Merco, etc. These engines 

were known as loop scavenged and all have a baffle on the piston, and as such make good C/L Stunt 

engines. By making a C/L carby, I may be able to get some good runners. 

Enquiries and Responces to: Colin Collyer 9561 9097 
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President’s Report—July  2009       Colin Collyer                

   
  Greetings all, I have a bit to talk about this month, some involves my flying activities, a big chunk  
about our field, and a little about the VARMS elections. 
  Moving along with my days out, the month got started with some free flight at Springhurst, up  
near Wangaratta. The Saturday was blown out except for the hour before dark, but the Sunday  
gave us about 3 hours before the wind came up, and then we all took turns with a 2 string kite.  
Summery... more driving than flying and a nice bbq on the Saturday nite 
  A few weeks later the Geelong Aerotow was on, 
 and I'm afraid I out smarted myself, as the weather man promised wind and rain, so I went model sailing at Pat-
terson Lakes, and apart from a quick sail in the morning in light fluky airs, I enjoyed a day of perfect calm and no 
rain, but no sailing....... Bet Geelong was good ! 
  Then, late in June, the Bendigo Bonfire was on, so pack some f/f models, some scale gliders, an electric model for 
when it gets dark, and some c/l models just in case .The Bendigo Soaring club has a lot of members that fly both 
fullsize and models, and as such, are quite happy to share their field. We had a group of 4 freeflighters, 2 getting 
models readt for a World Champs ( they would be away about now ) and me and another flying gliders and rubber 
models. Saturday was very good, weather wise, but retrieving over a ploughed paddock took it's toll on my legs. A 
productive 4 hours or so. Also a group came up from VARMS to do some aero towing, and this was also fitted in 
with full size, r/c doing right hand circuits, and full size doing left hand circuits. Full size were aerowtowing and 
winching, the r/c aerotowing with  Theo's Hots, Mark Hunts  Yak ( sort of like a Wilga, but a Yak) and David 
Hobby‘s new Cessna. All went without a hitch, including a local who had his first tow. The same could not be said 
for the locals, as their fun consisted of dropping parachutes and "bombs" out ot his Sig Rascal, and they had even 
supplied a "Snoopy‘s Doghouse" to be "bombed". The explosions were fireworks of some sort, set off electri-
cally...... The score line read.... Snoopy 1... Sig Rascal 1 as after a "direct hit", the Rascal crashed.     Finished up as 
kindling for the bonfire. The club put on a 3 course meal, then the bonfire was lit, and the night flying started, and 
except for a c/l model, every thing else survived.  More f/f, aerotowing fullsize and fog provided the entertainment 
for Sunday. A big weekend with loooooots of flying . 
  
 Now to the field. 
I wont be able to tell all here, so I will do a précis here, and for more details, come along to the next meeting 
(Friday 10th July    AGM also ) 
At the meeting, we will have a preliminary  plan off the layout of what will become off Briggs Field. VARMS mem-
bers will be the first to see it, it will go public the next week   The first thing you will notice is a very large building 
between us and the toll way, and it will consume our existing car parks.Let me tell you, this will be an impressive 
complex, but it will impact VARMS on several fronts, not just size.   I would expect initially  our members  will be 
disappointed, even a little angry. I know I lost sleep over it.   I would ask you, that when viewing the plan, keep a 
fairly open mind, as this isn't the only negotiation that is taking place.... let me explain. 
 In Stage 2 of the plan, VARMS is not included, so Knox Council will be obliged to find us a new home. That may 
not happen for 5 to 15 years, so while the negotiations are taking place over fitting us in now, there are also negoti-
tations taking place to find us a new home. They are quite aware that it will be easier now than in 15 years, and 
they have contacts that we would find hard to get to. 
Our group (Peter Cossins, Max Haysom, Alan Mayhew and myself ) have found the council quite reasonable to 
deal with, they listen to our input, and as they are very committed to their project, they are still working with 
VARMS and I am confident that we will finish up with either a "Doncaster" type operation at Briggs, or a new 
home, maybe as good as Briggs before the toll way. 
   And we welcome members to look for new sites, but please do your homework first. 
 By using Melways, you can get a reasonable idea of size, comparing the squares at Briggs with the area you have 
chosen. If you find flood plains or swampy land it will not ever get built on. We would need to be clear of houses 
and major roads. Melways can't tell you if it's tree'd or not, but google earth can. Don't forget to look at the big pic-
ture, even going out a little further may be a good option........... Applications in to the committee ASAP please ! 
  
 AGM    Friday the 10th July 
 The committee are all standing again, and I must say my first year at the helm has been interesting, to say the 
least.  I have been concerned about Briggs Field, and although there is still a lot to be done, I think the relationship 
we have formed with Knox Council will be beneficial in the future.  The members of the committee have worked 
well together, and have developed a "get it done " attitude.  Also our other "workers", the mowers, the shed 
painter, the tea lady, Slacky's training crew, the 2 web masters and the web host,  and all the other people that 
make VARMS the great club that it is 
                  I Thank You 
  

  Cheers, 
 Col 
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 VARMS Club General Meeting Friday12,June,2009 
 
Held at Glen Waverley Primary School – Commencing 8.15 p.m. 
Apologies –Ian Pearson              Visitors - & New  members –Nil... 
Club Member ―Meet & Greet‖ segment. 
 
A) David Pratley – 
Occupation ; Model Shop proprietor 
Years in VARMS – 15 
Changes over years – transformation of Briggs Field, from ―Cow paddock‖ in early days, to now superb  
flying field. 
Favorite Model – ―Explorer‖ – 3.9 metre span competition glider 
Favorite VARMS Experience  - training with Geoff Hearn 
Claim to fame. Winning Electric Glider event at 2009 Model  Nationals. 
 
B) Ray Douma 
Occupation –Boiler maker-pressure welder 
VARMS Member - for 1 year 
Favorite Model. – Canterbury Sailplanes ―PC9‖ Slope Soarer, plus recent ―Calmato‖ low wing power model. 
Claim to fame   Nil. 
Member Reports 
Secretary   
May general Meet Report – Jim Robertson – Eulogies – Change ―Geoff Robertson‖ to read ―Geoff Moore‖ 
Correspondence In  Ltrs of thanks from Wantirna health and Robertson family, for condolences and  
Club donation; Ltr from Willis Ins Brokers, re Club Liability Ins. And VMAA Exec, Minutes for May 09 
plus VMAA Ltr. re Club annual fees. 
Aspectivity. 
Chris Kurdian working on new ―Logo‖ incorporating description of VARMS as a ―Sporting Body‖, and  
links to FAI. 
Club Editor 
Call for Club member replacement for Max Haysom – Colin Smith volunteered to assist but could not  
take over whole role. 
 
General Business. 
Knox Basketball Stadium proposal – report by Max Haysom 
Further meet with Council reps and other parties Tues.16 June.  
Large project but no documentation yet produced, to indicate the location of proposed buildings and no  
minutes of any meetings ,produced  - first offer made to Club still has many uncertainties – only sure  
issue is Heads of Agreement signed in Dec,08.ceding control of our site, to Knox Council. 
Suggestion (-as a back up - ) that we start looking seriously for an alternative flying field. 
Briggs Field Flight disciplines conflict. 
Recent Glider/power flyer conflict issues highlighted by Colin Collyer – necessity for co-operation  
between member flyers, stressed for full mutual enjoyment of our Club flying site. 
Member Reports 
Ian Slack – forthcoming events report 
i)June 20-21st – Aerotow meet at Geelong excellent facilities and friendly company. 
ii) June 27-28 – Bendigo  aero tow w/e at Bendigo (full size glider club field) – need to advise  
numbers beforehand. 
iii) August Club Meet – Scale Competition run by David Down (his last) – door prize and  
announcement of ―Scalie of Year‖ for 2008/9 
iv) Beginners – introduction to scale gliders – suggestions for promoting this fascinating side of  
our hobby and intro to Scale Glider grp. – see Ian, for further detail. 
 Club training-Report by Bruce Clapperton. 
a) Visitors Book – modify to include details of trainees included in Glider training program. 
b) Club Slope days – Slope ―Fun days‖ to be organized by Bruce – see Aspectivity and/or Bruce, for  
further details – incl Friday Slope Group details. 
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VARMS TROPHY  
Last event for this year – Sunday 14 June – next event in November – details to be advised. 
VMAA Trophy –  
Colin Collyer produced the Club trophy for general exhibition. 
Contest Report –Alan Mayhew – Report on Jerilderie ―Queens Birthday w/e contest – very close results 
for top place getters – two VARMS members – David Hobby & Jim Houdalakis chosen for World F3J 
contest team and third member – Carl Strautins was also a former member of VARMS! 
Show & Tell Segment  
David Hipperson.- demonstration of  electric ―full house‖ glider- built from O/S kit – good perform-
ance with good storage space for battery /controller –price approx $ 150(Aus) plus postage – see David 
for details. 
Further General Business 
1) Club Briggs Field  keyboard Rules /use of 2.4 gig sets- NB max 10 2.4 gig pilots  permitted to fly 
at any one time 
Highlighting of need for all 2.4 gig set users, to have a correct key in the keyboard, at all times when fly-
ing. 
2) Briggs Field club operations publicity issues  
Motion by David Pratley, that VARMS (as current Trophy winners) host the 2010 VMAA Trophy at 
Briggs Field – seconded by James Gleeson – some members spoke in support of motion but concerns 
raised as to real organizational problems and sheer work load involved – final decision that a letter be 
written to VMAA Exec. floating our proposal and awaiting the reaction. 
 
Jim Robertson Models 
Mention of several of Jim‘s models available for inspection at meeting – and requesting any purchase 
offers. 
Members’ proposals 
a) Colin Smith   Suggestion for organizing a ―fund raiser‖ aerotow day at Briggs Field, to raise contribu-
tion funding by VARMS, for World F3J contest members.- this accepted as good suggestion – but need 
for  Club member ―organizer dynamo ‖to take over event. 
b) David Pratley- strong suggestion that VARMS push for VMAA purchase of second State Field, dedi-
cated to glider operation as prime use. – discussion on this but no firm conclusion reached by members 
Meeting Closed –9.35 p.m. 
Next General Club Meeting – Friday 10 July ,2009 ,at Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, comm. 
8.p.m. 
 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————- 

NOTE: 

Club Fees are now overdue and, as usual, if you have not already paid, you will not be 

insured, and should not fly, or operate motors etc. 

A table will be set up on Friday night at meeting to accept payment . So get in early 

and help our Treasurer and Registrar. If you do not have a form, we will have avail-

able, on the night, forms for Existing Members and New Members. 

 

Existing Members Renewal:             Insured via VARMS                 Insured via other Club 
Full/Senior                                                                                                                                                             $184                                                                                                                    $80 

Pensioner/Full Time Student                                                          $154                                                                                                                   $50 

Junior                                                                                                                                                                                        $87                                                                                                                          $25 

VARMS Life Member                                                                                           $104                                                                                                                       _ 

 
Make cheques / Money Orders payable to: VARMS Inc. 

If you wish to pay via EFT: Detail—BSB 083 125 Acct No.63087 3308 Victorian Association of Radio 

Model Soaring Inc. Important: Your Full Name Must appear in the particulars of transfer. Membership 

will not be acknowledged until funds appear on VARMS account. 

Always put your return address on any correspondence. 
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 Advance Warning  
The weekend of Oct 31-1st Nov at Cam-

perdown is called "Heritage Weekend” 

or “The Volcano Festival". The request 

from the Camperdown committee is for 

willing Slope fliers to come down for the 

Cup weekend/week and fly off the point 

simply as a group of folk who enjoy the 

town and its envoirons, in other words 

highlight the lookout as a great tourist 

attraction.  

Des Bayliss is rounding up a few of the 

locals to help out. 

If you can help contact:  

Brian Spencer on 98787207  

AT THE NAB 

  
Income V's Spending 

Between 1/06/09 and 30/06/09 

  

  

Income  

Subs 09/10 $6,632.50 

  

Total Income $6,632.50 

  
Expense Categories  

Administration $181.67 

  - M'ship      $8.30  

  - P'copies   $3.69  

  - Postage   $169.68  

  

  

Aspectivity $134.20 

     -  Printing  $79.20  

    - Postage   $55.00  

  

Briggs Field $61.98 

    -Mmaintenance  $61.98  

Insurance $281.00 

   Flying     $101.00  

   General  $180.00  

Rent $45.84 

   HSR    $45.84  

Supper/BBQ $34.65 

Total Expense Catego-
ries 

$739.34 

  

  

Transferred to Invest $5,000.00 

  

 

 

Magnificant Hutter restoration at Bendigo 09 

Jim Houdalakis‟s fabulous Discus Duo 

This photo shows Mark Hunt‟s Blanik with the 

original and owner at Bendigo 09 
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June 12 was a ripper as you‟ve already read (See Pages 14 & 15 this edition. Ed.) but the next couple of 

Fridays were disastrous as far a slope soaring went and so the weekly forecast was scanned eagerly for 

anything that would get us out and up there. Well Friday was relocated to Monday because a Northwest-

erly was forecast at about 15 knots and only occasional showers. So gear on charge and email the usual 

culprits. What a bunch ! it seems that things like taking ones wife out for a posh nosh to celebrate her 

**th birthday (Happy Birthday, Ruth), car hunting and a nannynap after golf all seem to take preference. 

Fortunately Ian and I were „allowed out to play‟ for the 

day and met Keith Britton at Kilcunda where the wind 

was on the slope and at 15knots and very thermally. 

We always test the air with an EPP bouncy model first 

on all slopes to gauge the wind and rotors etc. How-

ever, Keith‟s second visit was not as good as his first 

due to a mid-air which removed the tail from his EPP 

Lunak, mine flew on with no damage. Luckily cyano 

and duct tape got him airborne again very quickly. 

Typical only 3 planes in the air and we have a mid-air, 

Oh well them‟s the breaks!  Ian discovered why his 

Ricochet suffered from annoying glitches,   they were-

n't glitches they were the horns glued in the Ailerons 

that had worked free and allowed the waggley bit to waggle at the wrong times. The more he used it the 

more frequent the glitches until the aileron went 

into terminal meltdown and the horn pulled free. 

Quite a sight …. A Rico with one aileron vibrating 

like crazy but still flying. Somebody, something, 

somewhere was clapping like mad (an in joke for 

slopers) . Now this is where the Rico is so good it 

will fly with only one aileron working and so Ian 

was able to land safely, whereas a faster model 

would probably have died. Over a well deserved 

cuppa it was found that a servo horn had broken on 

a flap...yes they will land with only one flap as 

well !!! There is a lesson to be learnt here...check 

all the control on the ground regularly especially 

those horns stuck into foam and veneer construc-

tion. After lunch it was so good that the scale Woodstocks came out and we had a ball for a cuppla hours 

until it was time to head home . It‟s a shame that the Woodys are not aerobatic cos we could only do 

loops, rolls, stall turns and 5 secs inverted but are not 

game to give the spins a go…...come on Mr Slope 

Aerobatic Contest Director how a bit a bit of encour-

agement and incentive to liven up the upcoming con-

test scene…..please?………………….Colin Smith 

 

We‟ve got wind again ! 

Ian Slack‟s Ricochet safely at rest 

The only thing better than a Woodstock....Two of them ! 

BUGGA.....just missed a nearly good shot ! 
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1. Clean-up the fuz where the canopy will seat. Long sanding block is ideal for this….use thin double 

sided tape to fasten sandpaper to a length of Ally Tee section or even 19 x 42 timber. Make a few differ-

ent grades and lengths., they will all be used at some time or another. 
 

2. Lay down a balsa base with grain crosswise. A couple of strips of masking tape on the underside will 

help stop any cracks forming…….. Sand to fuz plan profile. 
 

3. Tape the balsa to the fuz to stop it moving.  
 

4. Make up your scribing tool or rough cut a card template OR just use a pencil to scribe the line.  

Cut and sand to shape, this template will allow you to accurately cut the central balsa spine and the 

blocks of foam. Card needs to be reasonably firm for easy working. 
 

5. Glue balsa central spine, cyano or 5 min epoxy for speed. 
 

6. Cut two blocks of polystyrene foam to fit the balsa sub-frame. For cutting I use various methods in-

cluding an old bread knife, wire brush and old used 40, 60 or 80 grit sandpaper wrapped around a hand 

block. I find new sandpaper tends to rip chunks out of the foam….experiment…..and for large removals 

a wire brush in an electric drill works well. It is a messy process and I find the best place for carving is 

over a plastic bag lined bin, especially if you can generate some static electricity into the plastic bag 

first...it works like a magnet. Do it inside on the lounge carpet for an instant divorce!. 
 

7. Glue the foam blocks to the balsa base...5 min epoxy seems to be the best here for speed and a few 

blobs is all you need to keep them in position. Most cyano‟s dont like polystyrene foam.  
 

8. Remove the “lump” from the fuz and glue hand grip on the underside for easier handling. 
 

9.Rough carve to shape then fine sand it to your exact requirements. Experiment with different grades of 

sandpaper until you are satisfied.  
 

10. The next step is to cover it with two or more layers of brown paper soaked in thinned white glue . 

Easiest source of brown paper is a packet of lunch bags from the supermarket and while in there get a 

bottle of food colouring, blue or green are best. White glue from the $2 shops is fine. Cut strips of paper 

about 25mm wide...lots of them. Dilute some white glue with 25-50% water until it‟s the consistency of 

single cream, or thick milk, and add some colour dye. 
 

11. I tend to favour an offcut of melamine board as a working surface and wet out a few strips of brown 

paper, start with 4 at a time, and once wet lay them onto the carved mold. Overlap the edges a little and 

gradually work until finished. Use the natural curvature of the mold and try to get an even layer all over 

…..then start again in the opposite direction and as many layers as you can manage for greater strength. 

Each layer can be left to dry but normally I aim for 3 at one go is enough. Leave until dry. 
 

12. When thoroughly dry lightly sand and fill and undulations with lightweight filler as many times as 

necessary to give you a blemish free surface.  
 

13. Now is the time to install any fastenings to keep the canopy in place….I prefer strong magnets which 

are easy to install...see separate sheet 
 

14. Paint to your choice but I have found the pressure packs in $2 shops to be fine. Undercoat then top-

coat and rub down between coats as required. Painting is an art in itself but as I am constantly being 

told….little and often.....DONT RUSH and let each coat thoroughly dry before re-applying. 

 

 

How to —A Simple Foam  and Brown Paper Canopy —— Colin Smith 
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Sunday Morning Training 
 

On seeing the models flying as we made our way along Eastlink we dropped in to investigate and soon 

afterwards myself & my son Benjamin attended our first training session.  Though the numbers training 

dropped off as the sunnier weather disappeared we persisted long enough to obtain our bronze wings.  

The conditions at the field varied each week with one of the more interesting sessions involving helicop-

ter style landings in 30kmh winds.  As we progressed we were even able to recognize a thermal or two 

with a personal highlight being my first experience of having the model strongly climb using only the 

lift provided by nature. 
 

It is appropriate at this point to thank all those who put their time into training on Sunday mornings.  

Special thanks to Ian Slack & his merry men including Bruce Clapperton, Barry, Leon & others who 

have to put up with the Thumb Thermals, Left & Right confusion & the heart attack launches and land-

ings that beginners seem to conjure up.  Though it may not have seemed like it at the time we really did 

try to follow the instructions given to us.  Alas the innocent looking Preludes at first seemed to have a 

mind of their own though when handed back to the trainer they instantly flew straight & level again.  
 

Glenfern Road 
 

Our first visit to Glenfern Road with model in hand saw us arrive at nearly 3 pm on a fine winter after-

noon.  There was plenty of lift about & we were able to hand the tranny back & forward for some time 

before I decided to seek advice on landings.  (We did want to get our model back)  Thanks to Geoff who 

guided us through some safe approaches until we got the hang of it.  In the end we had what amounted 

to a “Softest Landing” competition.  Sadly Benjamin pipped me at the post with the last landing of the 

day as the light faded & the lift vanished.  A great first up experience. 

   

Varms Trophy 14/06/09 
 

Sunday afternoon was our first competition experience and though plenty of people were participating 

the experience was not daunting at all.  The task was adjusted to suit the conditions giving everyone a 

chance to get a perfect score.  In this case a 10 min aggregate time over four flights was all that was re-

quired with landings to be inside the generous (& somewhat elastic) landing rectangle.  Helped by 

coaching from more experienced pilots and some innovative judging there was no problem remaining in 

the hunt for a place.  Encouraged by the thought of a long walk home Benjamin diplomatically placed 

himself behind me in the standings.  In the end the scores weren‟t nearly as important as having a good 

time with a great bunch of like minded people.   
 

My thanks to all those members both past & present who have contributed to make the club what it is 

today as we have found it.  As a new member I avidly read through the excellent Aspectivity newsletters 

and other articles posted online which highlight what a great history VARMS has had.  With the excel-

lent representation afforded by  Max, Colin and other Committee Members it is clear that VARMS also 

has a great future provided they receive the support they very much deserve from us. 

—————————————————————————————————————————- 

Interested in Electric Powered Model Aircraft?  Need to know how to set up your Electric Model? 

 

If you answered yes to either of these two questions, then you could benefit by coming along to our 

gatherings on 4th Thursday, every month, except  December. The Australian Electric Flight Association 

(Vic) meets in the Uniting Church Hall, Essex Rd, Mt Waverley (Melways 61D10). Waffle starts about 

8.00pm and Supper provided. No boring official club meeting. Many Show and Tell presentations, new 

and used gear for sale. A $2 donation, on night, would be appreciated to cover hall hire and supper costs. 

Need more information—Call Max Haysom 9801 3899 

VARMS—A Beginners Perspective  — David Wallace 
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An Explanation….. 
At the June meeting I volunteered to help solve modeling problems, in Aspectivity…..jeez what a stupid 

thing to do!....volunteer I mean, at my age and after the High Aspect I really should know better. But 

seriously….. I was approached immediately afterwards by a member who wanted to know how to make 

a new canopy for his Easy Glider after giving it a full frontal lobotomy. The ensuing conversation re-

vealed that his knowledge of modeling and its materials was about the same as mine is about computers, 

camera‟s, mobile phone‟s and their workings….exactly diddly squat !! This boils it down to the fact that 

most people have their own field of expertise and one of mine is that I probably know WHO to ask if I 

don‟t know something.  They can direct me in the right direction and we eventually get answers.  My 

freehand sketchwork is not exactly pretty, but readable, and so wherever possible I will use photo‟s to 

explain things.  To the majority of members this may seem like going back to playschool ….well those 

of you who know it all can always skip this stuff…..its intended for the newcomers, whatever their age, 

and will endeavour to get right down to basics.   For the record I firmly believe that the best thing any 

newcomer can do is read magazines….especially in the 19 70 to 1990 era as they were chock block full 

of information on how to do things. The only modern era mag that cares for newbie's is Aviation Mod-

eller International insomuch that it delves into control line, free flight and radio flight of all kinds. The 

really good bit is that it has a monthly section aimed straight at the newcomer to the hobby. Well worth 

a subscription, why not share with a buddy or two and reduce the cost.  I‟ve said it before ...some librar-

ies carry model mags….Whitehorse has RCM&E and Box Hill has Model Boats…….don't laugh its still 

modeling and there are some extremely fine examples of craftsmanship (pun?) at the local boat clubs, 

and they will usually have a yarn (another pun?). Anyway my first excursion into Fibreglass molding 

was by using a block of polystyrene carved to shape then covered with white glue and brown paper, 

sanded and painted and a plaster mold cast….all for an electric racing boat back in the 70‟s and it was a 

total disaster...the racing not the hull. Techniques don‟t change too much and nearly all hobbies can be 

inter-related.  There is an extensive site full of all sorts of info at www.rcgroups.com……..aircraft-

slope….Everything, faq‟s etc etc (it‟s a mini how-to). The UK Scale Soaring site is another that has lots 

of stuff for all at www.scalesoaring.co.uk, as does Henryk Kobylanski‟s site at 

www.scalesoaringaustralia.com . 

I am starting to get my files organized and with the aim of creating a library of good hints and tips about 

everything and nothing, most of them being culled from magazines. They will be available at meetings 

for the cost of the photocopying. 

List so far:- 

Plank bending using Ammonia 

Glues 

Chris Golds on how to use Brown Paper and foam for models  

Repair Glass fuz‟s 

How to make wing bags 

Foam and Veneer construction techniques 

Mending Foam wings 

More, as I come across them 

 

Finally, to repeat ...Ifff you have a query feel free to give me a ring most days 9.00am to 8.00 pm when 

the ansaphone goes on and I watch TV. Leave a clear message and I will get back to you or email me at        

colinkay@lizzy.com.au       98743480       Colin Smith 

 

This is a Great Offer from Colin Smith. Many of you newbies, and a lot of  “experienced” mem-

bers must have a lot of questions related to our Sport/Recreation. Please do not let pride get in the 

way. Give Colin a call or see him at the field or on the slope. Thanks Heaps Colin! (Mr  Ed) 

HELP LINE……………………..…………………..Colin Smith 98743480 
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Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

David Weller 
9546 6663 

Mowing Roster 

Bruce Robinson         9887 8996         Aug 15 09 

Geoff Moore                9802 2044  Aug 22 09 

Graeme Hollis             9739 4886          Aug 29 09 

Ross Peasley                9877 2215         Sept 5 09 

Robert Kassell             97951330  July 11 09 

Henri Wohlmuth         9764 1921 July 18 09 

Keith Heale                   9509 6829        July 27 09 

Mike Richardson          9557 6013 Aug 01 09 

Malcolm Buckmaster   9763 1632  Aug 08 09 

Jim Baker                       9803 2185     Temp. away 

 

Training Dates  
 

July 12 , 26 & August 9 

Training Radio Frequencies 
are:  641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is kindly 
sponsored by  

Hyperion Australia  

 

  

Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 

Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 
 

SLOPE FUN DAYS 
 

July 19th (TBA) 

August 16th  (TBA) 

September 13th (Mt. Hollowback) 

 
Here is your chance for some Sunday Slope 

Soaring Action during winter! Emphasis is 

on having fun and also to get in some prac-

tice before the State Slope Soaring Champi-

onships on October 11th. Beginners are wel-

come and we will try to get you a fly on 

something, even if you don‟t have the right 

model for the conditions.  

 

Don‟t forget to bring: Warm Clothes, wind 

proof clothes, thermal underwear (stripes are 

best), funny hats, boots, gloves, sunglasses, 

suncream etc. 

 
Bring as many models as you can as condi-

tions may vary. If the wind is a bit light then 

bring your discus launch and electric models. 

If there is no wind at all, we will meet at 

Briggs Field for some thermal flying.  

 

To let you know what is happening on 

the day, I will change my phone greet-

ing by 8.00am. Please call 0438 644 

867. 

 

If you wish to be on the mailing list 

please email Bruce Clapperton 

bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au 

Or call 0438 644 867. 
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After a fizzer in May (where do you go slope soaring in a North Easterly) it was great to get back on the 

field for another fun afternoon of VARMS trophy. The format was different this time, based on a sug-

gestion from Lou Rodman. The task was have four flights and aim to have a sum total air time which 

added up to a target set by the contest 

director. So, if you really didn‟t want 

to win, you had to fly 18 minutes. If 

you were an experienced pilot you got 

16 minutes. And if you were a relative 

beginner flying something a bit short 

on wingspan your target was a very 

competitive 10 minutes. Now, to make 

your time count, you had to also land 

in the extremely generous landing 

square. This rule was waived a few 

times for noses just out of the box (but 

not for yours truly on the last flight 

@#$%&@!) Winds were light so the 

club winch was kept in service and 

soon we had three of four models up 

in the air at a time searching out those 

elusive hot bits. Some got lucky with flights of 5-6 minutes and some, as always, were not so lucky. 

David and Benjamin Wallace, first time Trophites,  received some excellent instruction and damn near 

took out first prize. In the end though it came down to who could stick their nose in the ground on time 

(Paul were those wings meant to do that?) The excellent landing skills of Norm Ripp and Lou Rodman 

shone through for a share of first prize with both only one second off the target time. 

  

Normalised scores were as follows: 

 

Norm Ripp and Lou Rodman [999], David Wallace and 

Paul Dumsday [998], Geoff Trone [994], Benjamin Wal-

lace [993], Leon Carlos [977], Phillip Rechter [938], Alan 

Mayhew [898], Peter Cossins [880], Bruce Clapperton 

[870 damn that box], Ian Slack [725]  

 

Next VARMS Trophy is in November, followed up 

quickly by one in December. In the mean time, I hope to 

see you on the slope! 

 

Cheers, 

 

Bruce 

VARMS Trophy June 2009. Report by Bruce Clapperton, Photos by Ian Slack 

Peter Cossins and Lew Rodman intent on thermalling 

model. Lew must have got some good advice from  

Peter as he came out a Winner on the day. 

Paul Dumsday  must have been set a big task.  

CD Bruce seems to be more interested in the camera 
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Cold  was the understatement of the year so far, it was B freezing but there was a good Northerly wind blowing right on the 
slope so why not do what we had come down to do…...FLY. The lift was fantastic and plentiful so the club members who had 
checked the weather internet site and their email in boxes were in for a beaut days flying. Fortunately the sun was playing hide 
and seek behind the cloud base that was providing us with a fantastic background against which to fly. Down below us, two of  

When you’ve got the Wind.....You’ve got to Go !.........Colin Smith 
(Or, what happened at Kilcunda on Friday 12th June, 2009) 

Silent Squire R/E Version  

Silent Squire, Aileron Ver-

Max McCullough‟s PSS Mustang 

Now christened “Mustprang” 

Max McCullough‟s PSS Me 110 
Colin Smith‟s recently repaired 

Slingsby Skylark 

Max Mccullougjh‟s Redesigned JW Wing 

EPP Lunak Slopie 
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 the resident wedgies were doing their thing and putting on quite a display of aerobating, or zooming, but they never gave us 
any problems unlike a couple of nomadic kangaroos who were sheltering in the scrubby native ―significant roadside vegeta-
tion‖ ( an ‗in‘ joke for those who know the site!!!) and boinged off just as a relief break was being attempted by one flier. We 
were reliably informed that it scared the youknowwhat out of him.  Since our last visit the paddock had been put to good use by 
the farmer, and his cows had done their job of re-fertilization with a vengeance. The upshot was that the ground was littered 
with bovine bucketful‘s but only a few had soft centres and so a landings became a bit of a lottery and a certain amount of skill 
needed to avoid them….either that or pure luck (methinks the latter !) So it was that Ian Slack, Geoff Trone, Max McCullough, 
Neil Pollock, Brian Spencer, David Campbell and myself all set to have a ball, along with long time slope pal Keith Britton who 
had trogged all the way over from Mt Eliza for his very first visit to Kilcunda.  OK but what was flying?........Ian Slack started 
with a Rudder Elevator Silent Squire (1700 span) that really doesn't know that it shouldn‘t be aerobatic but is and is great fun 
to fly, especially inverted!!!. Would you believe 8 inches dihedral and it flies upside down !!!.He then graduated up to his EPP 
Lunak (1500 span) before converting the Squire to aileron wings and finally thrashing his 2 metre slope Ricochet about for 
some aerobatic practice until Rx glitches forced a landing. Geoff  started with his EPP Lunak, then went ballistic using his RTF 
Speedo (from www.r2hobbies.com) until it was just too hard  to see a very fast small model (1200span) through the wind in-
duced tears so he got out his 2.6M Discus which he was kind enough to let me fly later in the day. These are not a bad jig-
ger….when sorted. Max first demolished a locally ‗sauced‘ toasted bacon and egg sambo before demolishing the nose on his 
Reno Racer mustang lookalike with its very pretty paintjob….a trimming problem we were told !. His airborne time was mainly 
spent flying a EPP JW wing rescued from the waste bin at Camperdown many many many years ago and now flying with a 
much larger nose. It seems to balance the model better and he has turned it into a relaxing and fun machine, both models be-
ing in the 1200 span range. Unfortunately his first flight with a new Me 110 PSS jobby did not end too well but it looks a very 
promising model and it was scratch built from a free plan in one of the magazines. Paintwork and detailing was up to Max‘s 
usual high standards. Brian is setting record after record by taking home models not in need of repair as he did with his re-
cently acquired all molded model. Nice and aerobatic but needs to be flown at all times not like his EPP Lunak that regularly 
gets a thrashing and pounding but, like Brian, usually comes up grinning. Brian likens his flying to a good wine….It improves 
with age !….Yeh, nice one Brian !. Neil started with an EPP Lunak, as did Keith, and finally flew his sport Ricochet as the lift 
got even ‗much more betterer‘ but Keith said he could not better the Lunak on the day, and stuck with it, getting used to a new 
slope and its variables. I started with an EPP rudder elevator 1-26 rebuild which uses the very first set of EPP wings I ever cut 
so they are old old old. Unfortunately the tail was wrenched off as I reversed it into terra firma followed by a triple somersault 
with pike!...all caused by the cross wind rotor effect coupled with some massive ground level turbulence creating a zero wind 
shift diagonal doodad or more simply put …..pilot error !. Next up was my Silent Squire with an old EPP body passed in at a 
club auction but with new aileron foam/veneer wings...flew well and with the EPP body a not too subtle landing can be gotten 
away with. However, the wind was just about perfect so I decided to test fly my recently repaired Slingsby Skylark. The one I 
suggested, some time ago, would make a good easy club build project for relative novices. Well it turned out that the plane has 
exactly that...no vices…(novices...no vices…. come on you lot it‘s supposed to be a pun !). At about 2700 span its just right to 
transport and just lovely poodling about up in the sky with the occasional double loop‘s followed by a slow and graceful roll, 
then 5 seconds straight and level inverted with a stall turn to the left followed by a stall turn to the right. Errr Slacko wasn't the 
only one with September on his mind…...Hey, nice Mr Slope Aerobatics Contest Director how about a increased points factor 
for scale models being flown in amongst all those Ricochets ????..please, please. During all this enjoyment David Cambell was 
bashing about with his Silent Squire which he converted to ailerons and flaps...flies well but I reckon you could loose a few 
inches from the dihedral angle David and it will roll much more betterer and ‗axialler‘!. His other model that he got to fly was 
his 2.6 metre Discus ARF but it was airborne at the same time as Geoff‘s. Unfortunately it was also the same time that Geoff 
gave me a fly of his Discus and he also said those fatal words  ―yes ...I‘ve got it‖ as I handed it back. What happened 
next…….obvious to most sloper‘s, isn't it?........these modern sailplanes all look the same and so Geoff was flying David‘s and 
Geoff‘s went in deep crisp and even ….all by itself…. BUMMA! But on the bright side it did miss the minefield of cow deposits. 
At some time during the festivities a couple of EPP Lunaks staged a delightful low level embrace and such was the coupling that 
I am sure one actually did a bounce landing  before taking off again to continue flying so neither was damaged. I cannot re-
member which pair it was, but that sort of thing is makes EPP so good for the slope….the bounce factor! However I do seem to 
remember the round of applause which accompanied the Skylarks ‗second to last flight‘s‘ landing as it slithered gracefully 
across the grass and straight through a bovine deposit, fortunately not a freshy but sticky nonetheless… Oh well, another of my 
models well and truly christened !. Just as the cold was starting to take its toll and we were starting to pack up young Ian Bade-
noch arrived and we left him having a ball with his full house T-Bird in crystal clear sky‘s unclutted by us hooligans who were 
all ―flewed-out‖. It should be noteworthy that Keith Britton‘s local slope is Tuck‘s Road a mere 30 min drive for him but I 
reckon we will see a lot more of him in the future such was his impression of the Kilcunda site especially as it will fly North, 
Northwest and then South from the other side. The views down there aren't too shabby either if you happen to ―come across 
the slope by accident‖ whilst out for a drive with the good lady and finally for where to buy the best toasted egg and bacon  
sambo‘s at Kilcunda just ask Max McCullough…. but whatever you do DON‘T  talk to him when he‘s got a mouthful !  Inter-
ested in a bit of slope soaring ?...give us a ring…... Ian Slack 94893001 or Colin Smith 98743480. 
 
Ian has a plan of the Silent Squire wich is a doddle to build and foam wings are also available. I have a couple of EPP Lunak 
kits left. Max McCullough has admitted that the cause of his Mustang‘s mishap was that BLACK does not make a good colour 
scheme for a small model flying at speed in overcast conditions. Finally the wind on the 19th was non-existent as it was on the 
26th so I will repeat the title...when you‘ve got the wind, you‘ve gotta go !…. Flying, where else ?!!!!!.            Colin Smith 

 

Apologies for using the size 9 font for this article but it was either that or leave it until next time which 

would then be very old news. Mr Ed. 

 

If you think this edition is oriented too much towards Slope Soaring then get off our proverbial clackers 

and contribute to the content. No apologies ! Mr. Ed 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor, or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

 

VARMS  Web Site :   http:// www.varms.org.au—For up to date info on VARMS 
 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                      activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    building and flying 
radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna 
South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on 
a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times are posted on the field entrance gate.  VARMS Training is kindly spon-

sored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio controlled 
gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 

General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) -  at the Glen Waverley Pri-
mary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of High Street Road and 
Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively 
discussions on matters of interest to all modellers and a  light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shop-
ping Centre 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the  Federation Aeronautique Internationale  (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

President   Colin Collyer...........................................................9561 9097 
  Secretary   Roger Stevenson....................................................9830 8293 
 Treasurer   Ian Pearson ...........................................................5996 5019 
 Contest Director  Alan Mayhew.............................................9887 7885 
 Editor / Site Manager  Max Haysom...................................9801 3899 
  Ordinary Member Martin Hopper.......................................9873 8256 
 Registrar   Bruce Clapperton...................................................9803 3108 
Heli Group Rep  Steven Malcman………………….……………...9884 0614  
Sport Power Rep  Chris Kurdian..........................................9762 0714 

If undelivered return to: 
VARMS Inc. 
P.O. Box 4096 
KNOX City Centre VIC  3152 
 

 
        
 

 


